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Emergency Response and Crisis      " " " "
"Management Plan !
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Family	  Plan	  

External	  Communica5on	  
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Working Definitions!
Incident – any event which has implications for 
safety!

Emergency – an incident that requires a 
comprehensive response from the organization 
but is manageable!

Crisis – an event that overwhelms the 
organization’s resources and is a turning point 
for the organization!

Plan – A comprehensive documented strategy 
for planning and response.!

Protocol – a procedure for immediate emergency 
response; the “3 x 5 card” !



Goals of Emergency Response!
# 1. Mitigate harm to stakeholders (including 
institution)!

# 2. Assist those involved in event with making 
meaning of the event!

# 3. Institutional improvement!

Challenges!
•  Balancing out doing the right thing for all 
stakeholders!
•  Alignment with mission & values!
Questions: "!



Media !

Mass Media!

•  " Broadcast media!

• " Print media!

• " Internet media!

• " Social media!



Journalist Goals?!
To be published/To be read!

Goal of Media?!
To sell advertizing/Increase readership!

What Sells?!
Sadness versus Tragedy!
Bad luck versus Bad Behavior/Sex!



What makes families/people angry!
(and more likely to bring suit)?	  

•  They don’t feel like they are getting timely, true 
information!

•  When they believe the incident to have been 
preventable!

•  They perceive that the institution is primarily 
concerned with protecting itself or putting its 
bottom line first!

•  They feel that the institution is not taking 
responsibility for its role!



Conflicts?!
1. Can cause harm to stakeholders !

2. Challenges meaning making (creates 
negative narrative)!

3. May harm institution (reputation and 
increase likelihood of lawsuits)!



Media Strategy!

•  Communications Plan (part of Emergency 
Response & Crisis Management Plan) !

•  Social Media Plan!

•  Interviews for journalists – phone, Skype, 
press conferences!

•  Crisis Communications Consulting Firm!



Communications Plan!

•  ALL employees (& board members) gently 
refer inquiries to central spokesperson !

•  Communications guidelines!
– Be factual!

– Be compassionate!

– Be professional!

– Be disciplined!

•  Student/Participant briefings!



The Social Media Plan!
Preparation!
# 1 Build a presence on FB, twitter, blogs, etc!
# 2 “Dark” website page!
# 3 Scripts!
# 4 Keep learning!

During Crisis!
# 1 Get your story out!
# 2 Manage dialogue!
# 3 Monitor social media and respond!
# 4 Mobilize allies!



Interview Prep Prior to crisis!

•  Build relationship with media!

•  Create media packets, fact sheets, talking 
points!

•  Identify potential spokespersons!

•  Practice, practice, practice!



Interviews – Know your interviewer!

	  “South Boston’s Elisa Santry went on her 
Outward Bound trip, as the company’s own 
ads say, to test her limits. She wound up 
lying face down and bloody on a rocky 
canyon floor.” !

Gretchen Voss!



Interviews – Know your interviewer!



Interviews!

•  Anticipate questions!
– Previous events?!

– Disgruntled former employees or participants?!

– What are your vulnerabilities?!

•  Formulate talking points !
– Training !

– safety record!

– safety strategies!



Missing in the Caribbean!

"You pulled into a Caribbean port yesterday morning. 
Students went ashore in the early evening. One 
female student did not return in time for the 9PM 
curfew. She was not back by breakfast this morning 
either. !

"You’ve initiated your internal communications 
protocols and informed her family and the police, etc.!

   You are ramping up your media plan just in case.!



Exercise!

•  What would former disgruntled employees or 
participants say about your organization?!

•  Are there previous health, safety or security 
incidents in your organization that might come 
up?!

•  Identify 5 questions you would ask if you were 
playing “gotcha”.!

•  Spell out 1 major talking point and 2 secondary 
talking points you want to make during the 
interview. !



Still Missing in the Caribbean!
	  24 hours after pulling into port and your 
student is still MIA.!

"Your HQ started getting phone calls in the 
morning. At this point students’ families are 
getting calls from reporters.!

"Several reporters have shown up dockside.!

"Your spokesperson has the flu and your president 
(in their wisdom) has deputized you to serve in 
that role.!



Still Missing in the Caribbean!
	  48 hours after pulling into port and your student is 
still MIA.!

"You are on your second full day of trying to respond 
effectively to a media storm while also trying to 
mitigate the damage to all other stakeholders.!

"A rumor has surfaced that the captain may have been 
having an “inappropriate relationship” with the 
student. From what you can tell from speaking with 
crew members, that may unfortunately be the case.!

"Almost every interviewer at this point asks you if 
this is another Natalee Holloway.!



Interviews!
Do!

•  Be factual, 
compassionate, 
professional & disciplined!

•  Express concern!

•  Praise where you can!

•  Work in talking points!

•  Pay attention to body 
English!

•  Be present, not hammered 
or upbeat (manage your 
emotion)!

•  What we know and what 
we are doing now!

Don’t!

•  Get thrown off center!

•  Don’t get angry or 
defensive or overly 
aggressive!

•  Don’t speculate on 
possibilities!

•  Don’t assign blame!



Summary!
Social Media Plan!

"Establish presence on multiple platforms!
"Linked communications!
"Recruit allies to post, retweet, etc. and to say the things 
"that you cannot!
"Monitor and follow up on negative posts!

Communications Guidelines!
Other Media Plan!

"Build relationship with the journalists, bloggers, etc that 
"are most influencial in your field!
"Prepare media packets, scripts, talking points!
"Identify and train several spokespersons – practice!

Have professionals on retainer !


